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Judgments aboht competence are always ,relative,
ative, an qituation-specific. An ,effectiv'e competency-based .

gram for paratiop of administrators .must base judgments
about compet4Apy.development on, the same sources that will judge . '.

On-the7job administrative competency.. ,The four most common
'instructional entationsAo administrator preparation - - traditional,
academic, phenom fogica44and. performance-basedshare an implicit
assumption that co etence can be judged by limited criteria' and .

audiences. Regardless of philosoPhical-orientatlon, the most common'
judge of adottnistritor preparation is a single Rrofessot. This,
audience has little or no importance in judging4the competence of the
practttioner. Most qxisting programs that have.been.labeled
performance-based,eduCation (PBE) or competency-basedceducaticin '(CBE)
are examples of PBE. CBE may..be best defintd as a Way of thinking

k
about program planning. PBEis, by contrast, an instructional
approach. 'To realize the 'promise of CBE. demands the use of issesment
Criteria that involve' judgments by multiple audiences:'(Aithor/JG)
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ADMIgISTRATOR. PREPARATION PROGRAMS: PROBLEMS IN EVALUATINGCOMPETENOE

Edgar A. Kelley

A person is judged to be Competent when he is able to adequately perform

at the criterion levels which are identified and specified within the role he

'fills, COmPetenCY, like beauty, is judged by the.viewer. The primary'issue

pro.viding /efinon of comeence, thereore, s,determnng the referent

RrQups--the viewers or audiences--involved in judging whether or not an individual

'ig competent.
4.

Judgements about competence are always relative; tentative,.and situa on-

specific. An indrVidual'scompetence is judged by Oomparison of his per mance

with the performance of other individuals in the same or similar sett gs as well
1

its by comparison of his performance to stated or'specified ideal ntandards of

'4
performance. Judgements

---there is no guarantee that. a perdOn judged competent at one/point in time or

\ , _ \..,. /
. .

within one setting will also beN4udged compete t at a 4iffering point in time or
.

i

to i different setting. Thus, judgemen s a ut competence are also situation-

\specific. 4
. . 6 . i ',

)4- ,

boUt an indiiidual's competence are 4Ways tentative

Criteria for competence, cgfi be determined on

and invov temenof the referent/ groups, Or audien

involved in aeternining whether or n

And therein lies the rub. /In most academic progr/
school administratorn, judgements about comet rice areemade primarily or

M solely by university professors involved the delivery of instruction.

y by the identification

es Which are actually dnd

the individual in competent.

for thi preparation of
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the rk settings. faced by most school administ rators, uhiversity.professors are

of a significant audience involved in making judgements about administrative.
/ N

competence.
ti

,

To both develop and deliver en effective competency-based ,program:tor

the preparation of schboladministrators, it is essential that judgements about ,

competency development be based on the same source which will, in all probabil-

ity4 be making judgements about administrative competency in on-the-job settings.i.
This requires, at a minimum, that the major audiences involved in judging ad-

it

ministrative competency 134. identifiedsmy that. procedures for th lection,a
rind use of data from the audienceibldeveloped.

A variety'of audiences will be involvedin making judgements about the

competence of the.schooladministratdr. These audiences include, but are npt

.

limitedto, the 'following referent groups:

- -Self. The administrator's competence will'be.closely related
to his own perceptiond of whether or pot he is competent,

- -Supraordinatesr The pe cept ions held by those individualsi'

or groups which hold formal or infOrmcd role power over'the
a"dministrator will have a major impact upon the determination
of whether or not'the administrator is perceived as being
competent. .,.,

. .
.

--Subordinates. The perceptions held by.those who ate supir-
.

vised.by.the school administrator in their roles as employee;
of theorganization Will have a m jor ipact in determining
wheth4 or not the administrator i competent and effective.

- -Clie. s. For schools, the clients are pupils. Pupil per-
cepti ns regarding the effectiveness or competence of the
administrator are of importance in the long-range determina-
tion of administrative competence. '.

- -Patrons, The pai.ents and community members, in their inter-

.
actions with and reactions to the administrator, are a source
of judgements about the competency of the school administra-
tor.

ti



.4

-- Colleagues., The-individual's role peers, those in.similar

positions and haVing periodic contact with the administrator,

are asouve of Oudgement about the competence of the schdol

administrator.
V-

4

--Experts.-The positions- taken byprofessional groups, normative

standards f6r behavior as established by law or-custom, and

individuals mdth.either ascribed or earned status as experts

in school administration remain major sources-of evidence re-

garding the competence of the school administrator. (It is

as a member of this audience that the professor of school
administration most commonly has.a role in making judgements,

about the competence of the School administrator.]

Both the problems and the p omise of competenrbased eduCation (CBE)
,

are closely related to the fact that Competence is not a product.of-what the

individAal k does, or feels; instead, competence is ascribed whe what

a
16i

per son, knows does, or efeels is valuated as being poSitive in its ret s

t.

by th'e audiences actually engaged in judging. competence within a specific

,setting. In addition, competence in any meaningful sense can be ascribed

only when-thereis "an accumulation of evidence, over time, that an individual

is able'to apply, knowledge and perform certain' funetionsor skills in ways

which are, more often than no,.perceived positively by both the individual,

411d'his audiedces."1

/
At the'present time, a tidal wave of enthusiasm has been witnessed

the development of competency-based education (CBE) and pirformance-
.

rased education (PBE). 'A probleM ofdafinition has haunted thli movement.

-14any advocates'of reform in preparation programs for professional educators

use CBE and PBE as interdhangeable terms.
2 °there' have suggested, hoWever,

'Edgar AKelley, R: Stephen Tegarden, J. Lloyd Trump and Robert L.'

Larson, 'planning Preparation Programs," Chapter 2 -in Continuing the .

Search: PremiVice and Inservice Educatian (Reston, VI.rginia: National

Association'elSecondari School Principals, 1975), 11.

2W. Robert Houston, !Competency Based Education," in Exploring
Competency Based Education, ed. W. Robert Houston (Be;kelef: McCutchan

PtitlishidgComRan77.277177
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that a defin te distinction should be made betwyen.PBE and CBE.3 Examination

of those prci* gms which have been labeled, on a self-nominating basis, as PBE

or1CBE programs suggests that the terms are being used on an interchangeable

.14sia. The positiOn which is taken here iathat, on a conceptUal.basis, a

distinction should be made between PBE and CBE.

4
.

AllosoPhical Orientations to Administrator Prepaiation

. .

Probably thMaramount issue in%the development of systematic attention
.

FtO problerns ofasseesmint and research,for administrator preparation rogrims

is -the-need for 1:44tince'ptuall 4efinitions'of differing philosophical orienta-

tions praSent in the. planning of preparation programs. Four instructional
. .

. 1 -

approaches can be delineated: (1) classical or traditional, (2) academic,

(3) phenomenological? and (4) performance-based. Mat/notions between these
.i

.

approaches can be identified by determining the kind: of 'evidence which is

used to predict the success of administrators trained in the prograM.

The classical or traditional admirkstrator preparation progra4 is based,
-

/1

on prediction of'administrative success as a functionof knowledge to be

gained by the,prospectiu administrator regarding administrative practicel.

While observation, simulation, or other .instructional procedures may be used

in the classical preparation program, the nature and quality of these eXper-
.

fences is so eclectic and individualiNtic that administration becoies en

idiosyncratic set of behaviors, and little basis exists for ascribing, subse-

quent administrative behaviors to'characteriatics of a preparation program.

3Edgar A, Kelley
III: The Udiversity of
Educational Foundation,
of en Assessment System
(Multi-State Consortium

, Three Views of Competency-Based Teacher Educat4ont.
Nebraska Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa
197 Also See Cass Gentry, et. al., "For Want '

, CBTE Programs are Loot," PBTE, 3 (September, 1974),.
on PerforMance-Based Teacher Education), 1-2.
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The adademiCadministrator preparation program is similar to the aiassi-

cal administrator preparation. program. Both types of programs are based ohthe'

assumption that cognitive knowle is the best predictor of future sucoess as

. /

a practicing school administrator. he difference is in the nature o / the know-

ledge to be learnedot The academic or ntation is based on the belif that know--

4

ledge of the broad field of profession education and, perhap s related disci-'

administrator prep, ation. Again,

results are i °syncretic; the,

equired as/related to future

.)lines is the prime requisite of effectiv

as is true in th'e'4Zleshidaliorientation, th

predictability of specific types of learning

administrative success is not sought.

The phenomenological approach is based on

it_

premis:),hat idiosyncratic/

behaviors are most desired since each laaividual in a process of self-,
-

actualization where the act' of admihis b so unique to the WI.-

vilausl that no. common administrative chars' a istics c. or should be defined.

Supporters of this position ,can defend 'their "tion by reference to the

generally fruitless search for standard predic rs of:adnInistrative effective-

nese or competence. When programs or instruction are based on the phenomeno-

logical approaoh, considerable emphasis is placed on personal self-exploration

and'on exploratory activities with others. Success is "feeling good'L and

Lelptng others to "feel gOodf.

4TE. ap/.oachss to adiiinistrator preparation are based upon the sped.-
>

ficatinn of skills or behaviors which must be demonstrated by the learner.

Ah assumption in each ?BE program is that the skills which are specified are

Ike

also essential:to administrative effectiveness, The basis for the selecti

of specified skills to be included in PBE progrim has, however, varied

widely. The commonality of standards

general agreement that certain skills

k.

from program,to program is limite

should be demohstrated; there is no



_m_reement, which would permit the comparison of. one program to another, regarding

what those specific skills should be.- In fact, as Schmieder noted about teacher

education .rograms, the lack of commonality regarding Specific skills is so great ,

that one prog may seek a b hviOr which is directly contradictory to that which

id/required her program.
4

Initiators and advocates of ?BE approaches for administrator preparation
4

have criticized preparation programs based on classical, academic, and phenomeno-,

logical orientations charging that these programs are dependent on professional t,

judgements and\ ssumptions regaiding.zthe essential'charioteristics required for

competenCe as a chool Oministrator. Unfortunately, at least at the present

time,, the Same charge lMmy-be-le4eled at the PBE efforti. The task of improving

administrator preparation programs will tekore profitably approached when there.

is a shared awareness, regardless of Ibiophical orientation, that little is

to be gained-by unexamined beliefs which a supported almost exclusively 1*-

mystical, romantic, and religious fekhairale_ try ase provided by existing

research about adminfptrator preparation progr and aaministrative effective -'

nese means that none of us can afford to call the k tte blaok.

All four of the philosophical orientations which have been described

--classical oriraditional 'academic, phenomenological, and PBE - -are process-

oriented, i. e., their focal concern is upon learner demonstration, in a

preparation program,' Of attainment of required knowledge, skill,s,NQF behaviors.

Each orientation is closely linked with certain preferred behaviors which are

to beshown in-the, planning and delivery of instruction within a preparation

program. Conceptually, CBE is not incompatible with any of these instructional

"approaches. A CBE orientation, however, is concerned with product outcomes

--with reiultsor consequbnoes attained by the learner in his actual applica-



toftiof the knowledge, skills, or behaviors learned.

c

.

From a CBE theoretical framework,the.appropriateness of any ?nstructiopal

approach to administrator preparation can only be assessed by the determination

of .iti value imenabling the learner to become competent with competence being

(judged, over time, by the actual audiences the learner is engaged with in his

post-prOgram proles as a practitioner.

Problems in Evaluating Competence

/he more complex. and pluralistic a phenomenon is, and the greateY,the

variety of alternatives which are suggested or.operant, the mprelikely it is

that discussion about the-phenomenon will focus upon the geometric identifica-

tion of issues which cannot, in the view of one or more' observers, be overlooked.

The complexity of issues related to the assessment of learner growth or program

effectiveness has the effect at .stimulating the identification of anever-

increasing number of issues and items4which cannot be overlooked. Unless

critical dimensions, common to a variety.of conflicting iphilosophical orienta-

tions concerning administration preparation, can be discovered, any efforts at

improvement of administrator prep ation programs and administrative effective-

..ems will probably be abortive. .

'The Current Scene. Efforts to link particular philosophical orientations

t the development of administrator competence have, withbut notable exception,
A

tailed:

4Allen A. Schmieder, Competency-Based' Education:' The State of the

Scene (Washington, Dfl Co: American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Edaoation, 19'r3), 44

0
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1. The effectiveness of tie manager cannot be predicted by
the number of degrees he holds; the grades,he receives
in school or the formal management education programs
he attends.?

. .

02. Academic achievement is not a valid yardstickby which to
measure ,leadership potential

6

5. Leaders must acquire through their own experience \and
reflection vital knowledge and skills. 7

19*.
,

4. We do not have adequate evidence to justify, particularly
with reference to performance criteria, typical existing
state certifieation requirements, university division
standarag, or preparatory programs in educational adminis(
tration.0

5. There 4a no positive relationship between formal prepara-
tion andeuccess'in profesSional leadership. . ."the less
extensive the formal preparation of principals, the greater
was their staff leadership."9

0

o the extent that pecific criteria related to-what the administrator must /:

know, feel, or do can be ident ied, training programs, could be designed an

implemented which would permit the preparation of administrators at predi

able levels of competence. .The-existing state of knowledge about effect

predictors of administrative competence is so weak or non-existent that

approaches will remain, for the immediate future, more dream than reali y.

Unless and until a knowledge'base can be obtained and strengthened whi h will

permit the predictable linkage of instructional.processes with the de elopmenti

of competence, little can be gained from debate over the "best" inst uctiona4

methodology to use in planning or delivering administrator preparation programs.'

5Donald P. Mitchell, Leadership in Public &Ideation S.kudy (Washington:
Academy for Educational Development, Inc, 19707717---;

6
Ibid.

7Ibid.
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The'reed. At the present time, data which would provide a solid base

for linking standards for learner performance while in & preparation program

to subsequent competence is demonstrated on-the-40 re non-existent or'in-

adequate. The most pressing need is for 1e develo ent of careful. assess -.

cemeteProdures whiik would k:ld permit the liage of process and product. Such
,

41

40
efforts might begin with a model for program planning similar to that which

is illustrated in Figure 1 and described-in subSequent paragraphs.

w
Goals for
grogram
Development

1111

1

1

-Process

Figure- . A Model for Program Planning

Criteria for
Program .

Evaluation

V

The four components of the model miy be.described and defineein he

following manner:' (1) a gal is a broad, abstract," general and, no -specificc,
o

'statement of a desired end to b attained by learners involved i theprogram;

(2) ggals are converted into criteria for program, evaluation through the

Specification of outcomes. which are being sought, on.a long -range basis, f

groups of learners which haVe completed a preparation ogram; (3) Droc ss

-refers to any metAdology, pattern of organization, et of materials lanned

;learnindrexperience, course or unit of a course* 4 the ut zat on o' re-

sources -- staffs, time, spade, money--selected d impl nted i the preparation

10
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program in the expectation that it will hel. tn-trannIate a goal into learning

outcomes which facilitate the attainnynt criteria.- selected for program (or 4

learner; evaluation; and 0), the charact ristic of legitimacy is dependent

upon a component or the interaction betty en components possessing characteristics

which are viewed--in a legal,'moral, or professional sense--as being positive

-and acceptable.

Assum ti n Ju .; once

Much of the recent e ected toward the reform and improvement of

administrato preparation progr has en focused upon the.improvement of ,
r.

.instruction - -a process elemen training. programs. In some instances, ad-

a
- .

voc es of particular philos phical orientations have either implied or eve\n
.. _

4k . ,

exp icitly stated that 'a p. rticular mode of delivery is essential for effective
Nt.

preparation of admintstr tors. Ag_ari illustration, much of the discussion of

PBE and CBE has focuses upon debate regarding the methodological approaches

commonly associated ith programs claimiteto be organized on PBE or CBE princi-

pia. The heat wh h'is often generated by such discussions has caused some

ipdividuils to f rget that there are no spokesmen seriously arguing that plans'

shoult be. mad lik the training of incompetentvadministrators.

Operating from a universal premise that administrators shoudite competent,

the fq4loVing assumptions are postulated as beihg of possible value' for use ,by

progr:
,-

.

rogr planners in the development Of procedUres
,

for the training or/assessmen
r

inistrator competence,

8
.Memorandum to members of the University Council or Ed

ministration Certification Commission summarizing meeting of
Colunibus,;.0hio, 1971. Mimeographed.

9Neal Gross, Staff Leadershix in Public Schools,
Wiley & Sons, 1965),75.79/.

11
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1, - Judgements about competencegre always relatif've to the standaids-
of the specific setting and to the standardvacceped and aged

.

by the audiencesinvalVed.in the judgement of.scom.Petauseo .

2. The more diverse the sources of data used faroaking judgements- -
about competence,, he gteater the reliability of the judgement.

4
3. Comp etence ih the,Spplication of specific knowledge or the use

of specific skit an be ascribed as a charadteristic of an
individual only en multiple examples of hpplicatitand use .
san be considere e., "replication of performanc at levels
ptrceived to be a cessful

10
is an 4ssential criterion or the

definition of ,competency."

,

_Exiting programs which have'been labeled as being PBE. pr(0 programs
./ .. .

are, with.fekexceptleNs, examples of PBE, Lie., the emphasis in these programs

# . T.

has...been on the behavioral specification of ognitive, affective, and performance
- . -

.

criteria which are to be met by the learner in his completion or the preparation
wo.

.,

program, Almost exclusively, assessment and S-Aluation of learner performance
a e

is made by a single audience- -the proAessar charged with supervising the studentls

work. Most of the program objeNkiye s rewired have been adopted by the of

planning approaches based on "a mixture of evidence and intuitive wi . 4
/1-

Assessmeht data ale lacking.which would permit the matcting of the' objectives

for learner performance tathe 'Subsequent presence or absence of "competence"

in the practitioner.

' CBE may be best) defused as ping away of thinking .about program planning./1,,

PBE is by con trasi, an instrJtional approach.'

"W.are, in the ab nce.of vidence to the contrary,
, . .

Other instructional approaches

0
as theoretically capable of

10Kelley, TQarden, Trump, &nil Larson, an cit., 12.

11Ned -A. Flanders, "The Changing:Aase of Performance-Based Teaching,"
1974), 3121,315Phi Delta KaPnan, LV (Jan

116"'"'""

12
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ng competency-based as is the use of PBEapproaches. CBE,. regardless ofthe°

instructional format used, has the following characteristiCe: '

Competence areas--Xnowledge, skills, functipns, behaviors,) atti-
tudea,are identified and criteria are specified.

Multiple examples of performance are- required before competence
As judged to be present for the individual learner.

The judgement as to whether or not the individual is competent
is made by the involvement of multiple audiences and includes
that audience Of'dthose audiences to which the required competence
is-directed, [FOr example, if the learner is required to know
a body of knowledge about principles of staff, supervision, the
primary audiencepightte an expert in thatfielA, e. g., a
college professor. the learner isz3aquired however, to
demolistrate competence n the applicatibn of that body of
knowledge, evaluative' dback from tho'e being aupervised by
the individual is a requisite for making judgements about the
level of attainment .1

-Ellte.ProMia; of CBE

It is the 'conceptual framework implied bytBE which.holds promise for
. ,

. .

meaningful change and,deveropment in the design and delivery of p eparation pro-

ems "for School administraors.- Since data_are'not currently. ,availble to

support the value of-any single philosophical orientation toward instruction

.

as being greater than,that which ii possible b use of a 'differing orientation

there is noevidential base tor recommending that any given instructional for mat
r .0

should badiselected in preference to another,. Regardlegs of the instructional'

Pormat used,- however, the folloWing steps ere necessary for the application ofi

. '

'

'CBE principles:

1., Exit criteria-should be specified; at present; this will need
tooco4r, or the most part, on the basis of,a mixture of
evidence d professional judgement.

, The piimary and secondary audiences to be used as data sources
in the judgement of competence for exit'criteria must be-Adenti-

0

fied. (Once ;dentified,'these audiencea can also serve as 41_
source of information for the design of program coskponenti.1



Students entering a program shoUld be diagnosed by comparison

of their existing knoWledgelp skills, behaviors, Attitudes, and

experiences to required exit' criteria;

4,-4, Instruction should be provided to the individual .or to groups

of individuals through the utililation. of a. variety of miethodoio-.

gies selected as illustra s of the intended obtoomes and
also seleCted feta' proven or to 1,1e utilitarian. value in

facilitating the -accomplishment Of intended Outcomes.

The definition of the audience or audiences whose demands are tobe met

\
, and used as measurement criteria is related to the issue: of accountability.

As a concept% CBE demands that pr ara;tion progrwas" demonstrate their account-

ability. The demand, however, does no esd to the reality just as the wish

does not, without effort, become the fact. The task of specifying levers of
/1.

acebuntability, fOr preparation programs rail numerous quesiiOnst How is

acoountabilitt: to be defined. for a preparation, program? What the i:eal

--..

limits of accountability appropriate for a preparation program? Is the accOunt-
\ , .

:litY of a preparation progtam for and to its
k
lidents ended with the student's

,...

,

comple -tion of the form41 preparation pr

ountability, in any sdt ng, consi ability to deliver on

promises are made. Irefers to the4iii tO pro de a rationale forva

actions vihich are taken, the responsibility of1 wing promises to criteria

for which sufficient control is possible/io that tt individual or organization
,

can legitimately be held to account for the outcomes obtained, and the willing-

ness to accept responiibility for the outcOmes which are\actually achieved.

The accountability of administratoripreparation programs should be

'limited to the- - completion of specified exit criteria:with regard 'to individual

students:, Beyond this point; auffiCierit fpntrol ,not possible so that the

41)retiaration program could Of should'be helid accountable for the individual.

For groups of indifiduals,'-however; the p eparittion program should-be able to



idehtifi the relationship ietveen'exit crite

so ,that prediclions regarding,competenee

o reliability and validity.

u
CBE involves a willingne

robable future competence

can be m =de ith a known degree of.

The Steps Ahead'

o seek predictive re ationships betwah.

exit criteria, however they might be specified, and the subseluent judgements

of competence made by any and each type-of audience the practitioner interacts

V

With. :Until such reXationships are known and specified, until the admission
A

Of students intopreparation programp'sanebe madeiop the basis of predictive

ossibilities of future success #n both the preparation progr and the pro-

;

fession, until prOgrams and curriculfor administrator prepare ion--preservice

1
.

Or inservice-are designed and specifie so as to maximize strengt and

mize weaknesses ofOindividual students enrolled in administrator prep ration

programs, and until exit--9iteria can be related in a predictable fashion to

the assessment criteria whiCh are applied to the practitioner .0,subsequfdt

professional roles and settingskCBE will remain an ideal..

The four most common instructional Orientations to administrator prepara-

tion--classical or traditional, acadetic, phenamenOlogibal,and performance-.

based-ahare en implicit assumption that:competence can be judged op single

or limited categories of criteria and'aUdiences. The'classicel and academic

.orientations, in practice, judge competenceon the basis of cognitive criteria;

Totten the application ofthese criteria is made on an Wopyncratic basis by

professore charged with the preparation of!the ache]. administrator. .Proponents

of the phenoMenological approach'are often reduced, in practice to th

/--

=p
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tion df unspecified and idiosyncratic criteria or to a laistez-faire acceptance

15

f the student's performance. Most PBE programs, as presently implemented, re,

main tied to assessment practices which reduce judgements about competence to

decisions made primarily or solely by professors of school admjnistration. Thus,

regardless of philosophical orientation, the most.common audien e for judging

the learner in- a preparation prbgram is a single professor whose udgements are

often ,made on an idiosyncratic basis. This and once of professors has little gr

no importance in making judgements about the etence of the practitioner.

The student in a preparation prog em can divide and conquer the deMands

of"his preparation program by adapting to Multiple and.often conflicting'stan-

,

,lards held by different individuals who sery as his professors. To do. this,

the learner keept each part of the preparation p grathisolated and then adapts

tb the implicit br explicit standards he faces. Thi flexibility, while Perhaps,:

important, may have negative conseq ences when the stude faces situations

where he must cope with a variety of eu iences and.demanda w ich may be in con- ,

'flict. It isndt'surprising, for example, that many beginning administrators

t.
experience serious problems in coping with multiple demands from conflicting

role groups; often, it i 'the first time that the individual has had such an

escperience. Yet, the professional find personal development of the indiliidUal

sdministrtor,-to no smell degree, will be dependent upon his ab4ity"to simul-

taneously interact'with'multiple audiences.

While the use of a single audience for assessment and evaluation of

competence is a common:phaKomenon, there is theoretical consensus tha multiple

'1r

measures 'permit greater accuracy in the assigning of value. The promise of CBE, '

if it is to.be realized, will demand that the application of exit cri eria

used to, udge the competence or development of learners completing a preparation
»
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program involves judgements made by multiple.audiences. The mere restructuring

of criteria withifi a differing instructional' format - -a process which has, on

occasion, happened in response to the PBE bandwagonwill not guarantee the

preliaration of more competent administrators.

/ 'Man o the research It assessmelit efforts which are needed will be
I -

lOng-range an. developmehtal. Existing technology may be inappropriate; few

. i

assessment models are available for conceptualizing and addressing the total ,
r

.

,

/task; an, an emphas on daily program operational needs often takes-- precedence
1,..

over th7 need for cars collection and analysis4elita. Thus far% the results

1 .
. _

have been no data at all or to which areso fragmented and obviously'self-serving

is to be highly -suspect. .,

It may well be that the Ask Of link4ngt multiple variables involved
N.

in .d prepa- ration program with the s biequenOlemonSitation of.competence by

a practitioner--at least in any re ctab*manneris so brOad that the. time

and effort which would be required mould bed as Maxwell has charged with regard

to the CBE and PBE movement in teacher education, " a. shameful waste .of mental

and materials resources whiich could be put to better us
2

It thorough atten-.

tion can ot be given to needeA assessment and reaearch functi ns: it might be
. *

bette r to leave the task untouched. No assessment evidence other than that

which is p sently being used, \pled-with a continued reliance on intuitiA
ft.

'

' ......

and professional sjudgedent, is probe) y, better than.the''proliferation of frag-

mentary and meaningles6 assessment or research efforts which fin to identify

'the presence or absenosof linkages between the exit Criteria estab
4 . wu.t . .

l'or

, ,' ° .. -

, a preparatlon program and subsequent judgements which are made about a inietra-
f

N

for competence.

1241: David Maxwell, "PBTE': A Caete.of the EmperOr'sNew, Olothes,
PhioDelta Kalman, IN (Jahltary,'1974)),3063l1.
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